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By Mr. Melia of Boston, petition of Chester W. Santilli, John F

Melia and William G. Robinson for adoption of resolutions by the
General Court relative to securing equal justices and the blessings of
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness for every human being who
lives in the womb of its mother. The Judiciary

Commontotaltl) of fflassacfjusetts

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Seven

RESOLUTIONS TO SECURE EQUAL JUSTICE AND THE BLESSINGS OF LIFE,
LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS FOR EVERY HUMAN BEING
WHO LIVES IN THE WOMB OF ITS MOTHER.

1 Whereas, A human being is, in its essence, as much a human
being at one moment of its existence as it is at anv other moment;

and
4 Whereas. A human being, once conceived, has the same natural
5 and essential right to continue its life as anv other human being in
6 existence; and

Whereas. This right of a human being to its life is fundamental
8 and unalienable, existing prior to any other individual right.
9 emanating from the authority and power of no person.

10 institution, or government, and depending upon no special
11 quality or condition of physiological growth or mental develop-

13 Whereas. It is the first duty of government to safeguard by
14 appropriate and just means, without discrimination of any kind.
15 the life of everv human being existing in the territorv of its

■ll6 sovereignty; and
17 Whereas. Government has no inherent right, no given powe
18 no proper authoritv to make legally permissible the deliberateK

19 and direct killing of any innocent human b
20 life process; and
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Whereas, A democracy cannot be, even in spirit, a free, just and
good society as long as it gives permission, and thereby
encouragement, to its citizens to kill, if they w ish, unwanted and
innocent human beings; and
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Whereas. The existence of a new living human being in the

womb of its mother is a presence which is not contingent for its
reality on the opinions, beliefs, or value of other human beings,
but it is a presence whose reality is made known and
acknowledged by the unbiased, objective observations and
findings of the medical and bio-physiological sciences: and
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Whereas. The most responsible, authoritative, and comprehen-
sive body of scientific knowledge describing and detailing the
process of human reproduction establishes, without doubt and
without ambiguity, the fact that every human being begins its
unique life process with the fertilization of the ovum, and
continues, thereafter, its grow'th and development as a new and
completely organized individual until its cessation death;
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We. therefore, humbly petition the General Court of
Massachusetts to resolve in the presence of the Creator of Life,
who was publicly acknowledged with the adoption of the State
Constitution in 1780, to pursue with diligence and zeal all proper
and constitutional ways by which to rescind those statutes which
make it legal, at present, to kill a human being in the womb of its
mother; and
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We, further, petition the General Court to issue a proclamation
expressing its deep sorrow and condemnation of the horrible,
unjust killings of untold innocent and helpless human beings who
were conceived, growing, and aspiring to be born; and to
designate January 22nd of each year as a day of mourning
throughout the Commonwealth for those who were not permitted
to w'alk among us; and
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We. also, petition the General Court to ask. to plead, to call
upon all its inhabitants to labor unceasingly to end the unjust
killings by reaching out to love and to help those who.
emotionally wrought, depressed, fearful, lonely, abandoned,
ignorant, confused, sick, impoverished, and exploited are driven
in desperation to kill their unborn children.
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